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We study nuclear stopping in high energy nuclear collisions using the constituent quark model. It is assumed
that wounded nucleons with a different number of interacted quarks hadronize in different ways. The prob-
abilities of having such wounded nucleons are evaluated for proton-proton, proton-nucleus, and nucleus-
nucleus collisions. After examining our model in proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions and fixing the
hadronization functions, it is extended to nucleus-nucleus collisions. It is used to calculate the rapidity distri-
bution and the rapidity shift of final-state protons in nucleus-nucleus collisions. The computed results are in
good agreement with the experimental data on32S132S atElab5200A GeV and
208Pb1208Pb atElab5160A
GeV. Theoretical predictions are also given for proton rapidity distribution in197Au1197Au atAs5200A GeV


































































Whether the incident nucleons are stopped in or p
through the target nucleus is a fundamental and impor
concern in high energy heavy ion collisions. These two d
ferent situations emerge according to collision energy
atomic mass of the nucleus. They suggest different relev
dynamics, the dynamics of shock formation and Landau
drodynamics@1# in the case of the stopping regime, or th
Bjorken longitudinal expansion and inside-outside casc
dynamics@2# in the case of the baryon-free regime. The d
tinction between the two situations is related to how the
cident nucleons slow down by multiple collision with nucl
ons of the other nucleus and how the collision energy
deposited for particle production. The relevant measure,
nuclear stopping power, provides an estimation of the ene
density achieved in collisions. Experimental data indicate
far a baryon-rich regime at midrapidity for a heavy nucle
collision such as gold on gold at AGS energies@3# and sul-
phur on sulphur@4# or lead on lead@5# at SPS, where the
achievement of initial condition for QGP formation is st
controversial. The clear baryon-free regime may be reali
at RHIC energy region.
For a description of high energy nucleus collision dyna
ics, there are many theoretical models, which differ in th
assumptions as to how the particles share the incident e
gies, where the sources of particle production are, and
the produced particles hadronize, while having almost
same picture for a multiple collision process of constitue
such as the Glauber model@6#. A detailed comparison o
these models can be found in Ref.@7# by Werner and Ref.@8#
by Wong. In particular, for the proton rapidity density dist
bution, which is related to how high baryon densities may
attained in reactions, these model predictions show not
difference due to their different assumptions. For exam
as discussed by Gyulassy@9#, the RQMD @10# predicts a
much higher degree of baryon stopping than VENUS@7# and
HIJING @11#, which predict a concavity at midrapidity for
reaction such as lead on lead collision at SPS energies


























tended to nucleus-nucleus collisions without examin
proton-nucleus collisions. Our opinion is that a model f
nuclear collisions should first be examined forNA collisions
and then extended toAB collisions.
The notion of constituent quarks as the units of collisi
has been shown to be very useful to describe not o
hadron-hadron collisions but also hadron-nucleus (hA) col-
lisions at high energies. In particular, successful results h
been obtained in application to the projectile fragmentat
region ofhA collisions, since the first application tohA col-
lisions by Anisovichet al. @12# and, later on, further devel
oped by several authors@13–17#. General reviews on the
constituent quark model have recently been given
Bjorken @18#.
In this paper, we first formulate the CQM relevant
nucleon-nucleon, nucleon-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus
lision dynamics at high energy by considering quarks,
constituents of hadrons, as the unit of collision instead
hadrons. When the projectile nucleon is incident on the
get in nucleon-nucleon collisions, the collided nucleon h
the probability of becoming three types of wounded nucle
with one, two, or all of the three interacted quarks. In t
case of nucleon-nucleus collision, the incident nucleon a
collision has these probabilities by multiple collision wi
individual nucleons within the target nucleus. In nucleu
nucleus collisions, each collided nucleon from the projec
nucleus becomes one of the three types of wounded nu
ons. This distinction of the three types of wounded nucleo
is a crucial difference from multiple-collision models co
structed at the nucleon level. The three probabilities of qu
absorption can be calculated from the given nuclear den
and the total inelastic quark-quark cross sections inel
qq .
The three probabilities are used to estimate the degre
nuclear stopping or the rapidity distribution in high ener
nucleus-nucleus collisions. The rapidity density distributi
or the momentum distribution in nuclear collisions is e
pressed by three factors: the flavor factor, the quark inte
tion probability of the incident nucleon, and the fragmen
tion function. The flavor factor is introduced to make


















































55 849CONSTITUENT QUARK MODEL FOR NUCLEAR . . .proton, a neutron, or a nucleon decayed from a hyperon.
determination of fragmentation functionf i(x) comes from
fitting the data on proton-proton@19# and proton-nucleus col
lision @20#.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show
assumption of CQM and the quark interaction probabilit
having three types of wounded nucleons with one, two, or
the three interacted quarks in nucleon-nucleon collision
high energy. In Sec. III, the quark interaction probabilities
nucleon-nucleus collisions are given as a function of
mass numberA in nucleon-nucleus collision. In Sec. IV, th
average numbers of three types of wounded nucleons
calculated forAA interaction. In Sec. V, we compute th
fractional momentum distribution of protons inpA collision.
In Sec. VI, we calculate the rapidity distribution of leadin




We start by giving the outline of the assumptions of t
CQM pertinent to the description of nuclear stopping in hi
energy nuclear collisions. The CQM is based on three f
damental assumptions that are related to the structure of
rons, the interactions between constituents of the projec
and the target hadrons, and the hadronization of quark
participant nucleons@12–17#. We first assume that a hadro
~meson or baryon! consists of two or three spatially sep
rated constituent quarks. Secondly, in a hadron-had
hadron-nucleus, or nucleus-nucleus collision, some qu
from the projectile are assumed to interact independe
with some quarks from the target, thus losing a considera
fraction of their initial momenta, while the quarks that e
cape from colliding in both the projectile and the target p
through retaining their initial momenta. The third assumpt
claims that those quarks hadronize eventually via fragme
tion and recombination mechanism.
In order to calculate the total inelastic cross section
nucleon-nucleon collisions in terms of CQM, we need t
probability of having a quark-quark inelastic collision whe
one quark in the projectile is at an impact parameterb rela-
tive to another quark in the target, which is given by
h~b!5s inel
qq d~2!~b! ~1!
in the point particle approximation. The integration over im
pact parameter gives the total inelastic cross section
quark-quark collisions:
E h~b!db5s inelqq . ~2!
We consider the collision of a beam nucleonN with a
target nucleonN8. To the probability of a quark-quark colli
sion ~1!, by multiplying the probability elements for findin
a quarkrN(bN)dbNdzN andrN8(bN8)dbN8dzN8 in the volume
elementdbNdzN anddbN8dzN8, and by integrating over the
collision axiszN and zN8, we obtain the probability that a
particular quark inN interacts with a particular quark in

























whererN(bN) is the zN-integrated normalized quark distr
bution in the nucleon:
rN~bN!5E rN~bN ,zN!dzN . ~4!
It is normalized as
E rN~bN!dbN51. ~5!
UsingW(b) of Eq. ~3!, we can evaluate the total inelast
cross section and various probabilities. When a projec
nucleon is at an impact parameterb relative to a target
nucleon, the probability of the occurrence of an inelas
event is
g~b!512$12W~b!%9, ~6!
where the second term means the probability that all qua
in the projectile pass through the target nucleon without a
inelastic collision. Therefore, we obtain the total inelas
cross sections inel
NN8 for theNN8 collision
s inel
NN85E dbg~b!. ~7!
The probabilityg(b) of Eq. ~6! can also be expressed as
sum ofg( i )(b), which is the probability thati quarks in the





g~ i !~b!, ~8!
where
g~ i !~b!5S 3i D @12$12W~b!%3# i@12W~b!#3~32 i !. ~9!
Here (i
3) is the combinatorial factor and the term
12$12W(b)%3 implies the probability that a particula
quark out of the projectile nucleon interact at least once w
the quarks in the target nucleon. Integrating over the imp
parameterb and dividing by the total inelastic cross sectio
we obtain three integrated probabilities thati quarks out of






NN8E dbg~ i !~b!, ~10!
which is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Given the quark density distributionrN(b) and the inelas-
tic quark-quark cross sections inel
qq , we can calculate the tota
inelastic proton-proton cross sections inel
pp and the probability
of quark absorptionPpp
( i ) in the proton-proton collision. The
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1
2pb2
expS 2 b22b2D , ~11!
where the parameterb is related to the root-mean-squa







Electron scattering data@21# gives r rms
p 50.862 fm. For the
inelastic quark-quark cross section as the input, we t
s inel
qq 54.32 mb in order to reproduce the total inelastic cro
section of thepp collision s inel
pp 530 mb which is observed
for center-of-mass energy 3 GeV& As &100 GeV and
s inel
qq 56.64 mb to gives inel
pp 541 mb forAs5200 GeV@22#.
The numerical values of the probability of quark interacti
in pp collision for s inel
qq 54.32 mb are shown in Table I. I
should be noted thatPpp
(2) is considerably large implying vio
lation of the additive quark approximation@23#.
III. QUARK INTERACTIONS
IN NUCLEON-NUCLEUS COLLISION
When an incident nucleon collides with the targ
nucleus, the projectile nucleon can interact with many nuc
ons in the nucleus. We use the probabilities of quark abs
tion in NN collision to obtain those inNA interactions.
When a nucleon is incident at an impact parameterb relative
to the nucleusA, the probability for the nucleon to collide
with a particular nucleon in the target nucleus is given b
VA~b!5E dbArA~bA!g~b2bA!, ~13!
whererA(bA) is thez-integrated nucleon density distributio
of nucleusA, dbArA(bA) is thez-integrated probability ele-
FIG. 1. Three possible interactions of the incident nucleon c
liding with the target nucleon, or nucleus, in CQM. One~a!, two





ment of finding the nucleon, andg(b2bA) is the probability
of inelasticNN interactions at impact parameterb2bA given
by Eq. ~6!.




As g(b2bA) in Eq. ~13! is given by Eq.~8!, VA(b) is de-





~ i !~b!, ~15!
whereVA
( i )(b) is the probability thati quarks in the projectile
nucleon interact with a nucleon in the target nucleus,
VA
~ i !~b!5E dbArA~bA!g~ i !~b2bA!. ~16!
Let us calculate the probabilitiesPNA
( j ) for projectile nucleon
having j interacted quarks inNA collisions. We first expand
s inel





A E dbSAn D @VA~b!#n@12VA~b!#A2n. ~17!
By substituting Eq.~15! for Eq. ~17! and expanding the lat
ter, we obtain
PNA





A SAn D E dbUNA~ j ! ~n;b!$12VA~b!%A2n,
~18!
whereUNA
( j ) (n;b) is the probability of havingj interacted




l-TABLE I. Comparison of a calculated total inelastic cross sections inel
pA with the experimental values from
Ref. @20# and@26#, the probabilitiesPpA
( i ) having one, two, or all three interacted quarks inpA collisions and
their average valuêi &.
A s inel




(3) ^ i &
p 30 31.361.2 0.81 0.17 0.02 1.21
9Be 188 176 2 0.61 0.30 0.09 1.48
32S 493 0.47 0.34 0.19 1.72
64Cu 785 76768 0.39 0.34 0.27 1.88
108Ag 1118 1097612 0.33 0.33 0.34 2.01
189W 1584 1540616 0.27 0.31 0.42 2.15
208Pb 1724 1752653 0.26 0.30 0.44 2.18



































where U ( i )
( j )(n;b) is the probability of havingj interacted
quarks inn N2N collisions while havingi interacted quarks













In Appendix A we present the details of our calculation
PNA
( j ) .
Now we need to fix the nucleon density distributio










expS 2 r 22b2D ~22!
for 9Be, where both distributions are normalized as
E d3rrA~r !51. ~23!
The parameters for each distribution can be obtained f
the data on elastic electron and hadron scattering on nu
For the Woods-Saxon distribution, we use the parameteR
anda in Ref. @24#:
R51.12A1/320.86A2 1/3, a50.54 fm ~24!





A !2, r rms
Be 52.3 fm ~25!
for 9Be. The calculated values of the total inelastic cro
sections inel




shown in Table I and the behavior ofPpA
( i ) as a function of
A is shown in Fig. 2. The calculated cross sections are
good agreement with the experimental values@20,26#. The
process of one quark interaction with the probabilityPpA
(1) is





ability of having two interacting quarks is not so small. A
three probabilities have comparable magnitudes forA*60.
IV. QUARK INTERACTIONS IN NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS
COLLISIONS
In nucleus-nucleus collisions, many nucleons of the p
jectile nucleus (A) may collide with many nucleons in th
target nucleus (B) by multiple collisions. After the full pro-
cess of multiple collisions, the incident nucleons are divid
into four types of nucleons having zero, one, two, or all t
three interacted quarks. When the beam nucleusA and the
target nucleusB are situated at an impact parameterb rela-
tive to each other, the probability for the occurrence o
collision between one nucleon inA and one nucleon inB is
given by
VAB~b!5E dbAdbBrA~bA!rB~bB!g~b1bA2bB!, ~26!
whereg(b) is given by Eq.~6!.




In the same way as in Eqs.~15! and ~16!, the probability
VAB(b) can be expressed as a sum of three probabilities





~ i ! ~b!, ~28!
where
VAB
~ i ! ~b!5E dbAdbBrA~bA!rB~bB!g~ i !~b1bA2bB!,
~29!
FIG. 2. TheA dependence of the probabilities that one, two,
three quarks in an incident nucleon interact inpA collision.
852 55T. K. CHOI, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGITABLE II. Comparison of a calculated total inelastic cross sections inel
AA with the experimental values from Ref.@4# and empirical
formula, the average number of wounded nucleons^m& and the average values for three types of wounded nucleon^m1&, ^m2&, ^m3& for
different triggers inAA collisions. Here ‘‘no-bias’’ implies that the impact parameter integration is carried out from zero to infinity.
AA@As(A Gev!# Trigger s inel
AAucal(mb) s inel
AAuexp(mb) ^m& ^m1& ^m2& ^m3&
S1S~19.4! No-bias 2173 1700~1740!a 9.4 5.6 2.9 0.9
Veto~2%! 43 34 27.2 9.8 11.1 6.3
ET~11%! 239 190 25.3 10.6 9.9 4.8
Peripheral 1422 1000 4.0 3.1 0.8 0.1
Pb1Pb~17.4! No-bias 7660 7630a 77.0 32.7 26.6 17.8
Cent.~15%! 1149 2 196.0 39.5 75.5 81.0
Au1Au~200! No-bias 7414~7179!b 7325a 80.2 25.8 25.8 28.6
Cent.~15%! 1112 2 192.7 18.2 54.0 120.5















with g( i )(b1bA2bB) being given by Eq.~9!. The expansion
of the total inelastic cross section~27! gives the probabilities




ABE dbS AmD @12$12VAB~b!%A#m
3@12VAB~b!#
B~A2m!, ~30!





The numberm is a sum ofmi , the number of nucleons





We shall evaluate the probabilityPAB(m;m1 ,m2 ,m3) of
having such a configuration of wounded nucleons. It is c
venient to introduce the probabilityRAB
( j ) (b) that one of inci-
dent nucleons hasj interacted quarks at a fixed impact p
rameterb. It is obtained in a similar way as inNA collision
by expanding the factor 12$12VAB(b)%
A. The result is
RAB
~ j ! ~b!5 (
n51






~ j ! ~b!512$12VAB~b!%
B. ~34!
Here,UAB
( j ) (n;b) is obtained by substitutingVAB
( i ) (b) in AB
interaction instead ofVA
( i )(b) in NA interaction in Eqs.~19!






















mjPAB~m;m1 ,m2 ,m3!. ~36!
Using the nucleon density distribution of Eq.~21! with
Eq. ~24!, the nucleus-nucleus inelastic cross section and
average number of wounded nucleons are calculated
32S1 32S (Elab5200A GeV!,
208Pb1 208Pb (Elab5160A
GeV!, and 197Au1 197Au (As5200A GeV! reactions as
there are recent experimental data from CERN SPS for
first two reactions. The third reaction is chosen to give
prediction for RHIC experiment. Along withs inel
AA , the cal-
culated values of̂m&, ^m1&, ^m2&, and ^m3& for no-bias
events are listed in Table II. For Au1Au and Pb1Pb reac-
tions, we have shown the values estimated from the emp
cal formula s inel
AB5pr 0
2(A1/31B1/32b)2 with parameters
r 051.48 fm andb51.32 fm @27#. The calculated cross sec
tion s inel
AA is larger than the experimental values for S1 ,
while it is in good agreement with data for Au1Au and
Pb1Pb reactions. The discrepancy of the cross section
S1S does not affectPAB(m;m1 ,m2 ,m3) and ^mj&.
The probability distributionsPAB(m) of Eq. ~30! and the
corresponding average values^m& for S1S and Pb1Pb re-
actions for different triggers are shown, respectively, in F
3 and Table II where the values of^mj& are shown also.
Here, veto andET triggers in S1S reactions mean centra
triggers that correspond to 2% and 11% of total inelas
cross section, respectively@4#. Corresponding to these trig
gers, we introduce the impact parameter cutoffbmax in our




























55 853CONSTITUENT QUARK MODEL FOR NUCLEAR . . .becomes 2% or 11% of the total cross section. The cuto
found to be bmax51.18 fm for the veto trigger and
bmax52.78 fm for the ET trigger. For both Pb1Pb and
Au1Au reactions, we takebmax56.05 fm andbmax55.86
fm, respectively, corresponding to 15% ofs inel
AA . On the other
hand, the peripheral trigger in S1S reactions corresponds t
65% ofs inel
AA which leads to the smallubu cutoff bmin54.9 fm.
In Fig. 3~a!, the distributionPAB(m) for no-bias events of
S1S reactions shows the well-known horseback shape.
obvious that the distribution at smallm is dominated by pe-
ripheral collisions while the one at largem is dominated by
the central ones. The clear separation of two componen
them distribution is a consequence of the strong correlat
betweenm and b. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, in Pb1Pb colli-
sions, the distribution for no-bias events shows promin
peaks in both the smallest and the largestm region. The
largestm region is of course dominated by the central co
sions. The most remarkable features of the correspon
average valuêm& shown in Table II is that more than 94%
of the incident nucleons are wounded in the central collisi
of both Pb1Pb and Au1Au.
Shown in Fig. 4 arem dependence of fraction
^mi(m)&/m in no-bias events of S1S and Pb1Pb reactions.
Here^mi(m)&/m is the average value ofmi for a fixedm. At
smallm, the wounded nucleon having one interacted qu
m1 dominates in both reactions. At largerm, the fractions
^m1(m)&/m and^m2(m)&/m are comparable to each other
FIG. 3. The probability distributionPAB(m) of having m
wounded nucleons for different triggers in~a! 32S132S and ~b!









S1S reaction. On the other hand, form*197, the fraction
^m3(m)&/m becomes largest in Pb1Pb reactions. For this
region, ^m3& is largest in central Pb1Pb collision at
As517.4A GeV as seen in Table II. The trend is stronger
Au1Au collisions at RHIC energy because of largers inel
qq .
V. FRACTIONAL MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS
OF PROTONS IN PROTON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS
In this section, we study the inclusive spectra of proto
in the projectile fragmentaion region of proton-nucleus c
lisions, as it gives basic information on the nuclear stopp
in high energy nuclear collisions. According to CQM, bo
participant quarks and spectator quarks hadronize via f
mentation and recombination. However, instead of giving
detailed description of such hadronization dynamics, we h
introduce a phenomenological fragmentation functionf i(x)
( i51,2,3), which is a fractional momentum distribution
protons coming from a wounded nucleon havinginteracted
quarks. Assuming the independent fragmentation of e
type of wounded nucleon, we express the proton spectr








~ i ! f i~x!, ~38a!
FIG. 4. The proportion of three types of wounded nucleonsmj






























































~A!^mi& f i~x!, ~38c!
for 0,x,1, wheredN/dx is the normalized single particl
inclusive cross sections inel
21ds/dx and x is the Feynman
scaling variable defined in c.m. system. Moreover,l i and
l i
(A) are the flavor factors that can be interpreted as the p
abilities of finding a proton in the hadronization produ
from wounded nucleon havingi interacted quarks provide
the effect of baryon-antibaryon pair production is negligib
The probabilitiesPpp
( i ) and PpA
( i ) are given by Eqs.~10! and






It is obvious that the right-hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~38!,
being integrated overx from 0 to 1, just gives the averag
multiplicity of the final-state protons for each reaction in t
beam fragmentation region.
Three fragmentation functions can be determined if d
on three different reactions are given. In addition
pp→pX of Ref. @19#, we use data onpCu→pX and
pAg→pX provided by two experimental groups@20,28# in
order to cover the widex range. As Ref.@28# gives only the
cross sections at fixedpT’s, we assume that they are propo









Actually the constantk can be determined by requiring th
the data of Ref.@28# at pT50.3 GeV/c coincide with the data
of Ref. @20# in the range 0.3,x,0.6 where there exist dat
points from both groups. Such a procedure is possible
cause thex dependence of a fixed-pT cross section of@28# is
really similar toxds/dx of @20# as shown in Figs. 6~c! and
6~d!. The values ofk arek51.30 and 1.20@(GeV/c)2# for
A5Cu and Ag, respectively. For information, the same p
cedure has been applied topp→pX with the result that
k51.18 @(GeV/c)2#. See Fig. 6~a!. It is remarkable that the
values ofk are almost the same, i.e., independent ofA in the
three cases.
Applying data on three different reactions to Eqs.~38a!
and ~38b!, one can determine the three fragmentaion fu
tions. However, the immediate application gives too la
uncertainties forf 2(x) and f 3(x) due to the propagation o
the experimental errors. We accordingly assume t
f 3(x);0 for x*1/3 because a wounded nucleon having
the three interacted quarks loses most of its incident mom
tum. The fragmentation functions thus obtained are show
points with error bars in Fig. 5, where they represent
values of the fragmentation functions including the flav













Though the fragmentation functions have been de
mined at variousx, we needFi(x) for all x in order to
calculate the nuclear stopping power in any reactions. In
case a meaningfulx2 fit for the wholex region is impossible
because of absence of the experimental data atx,0.2 and
the large errors of data point at 0.2<x<0.3. Therefore, we
assume appropriate functional forms and impose some ph
cal conditions:F1(x) is assumed to be a linear function o
x, F2(x) and F3(x) are Gaussian and exponential, repe
tively, with conditions on the average fractional momen
^x&1.^x&2.^x&3 and another condition on the flavor facto
l1.l2.l3. Here, we do not use thepp→pX data point at
x.0.9 shown in Fig. 6~a! because they are dominated by t
diffractive contribution. The inequality for the average fra
tional momenta^x& i5*dxx fi(x) means that a wounde
nucleon with more interaction loses more momentum. It
obvious frompp data thatl1.0.7, which indicates that the
probability of flavor change, is small for a single interactio
In such a case, it is reasonable to assume that the proba
of flavor change increases as the number of interacted qu
increases. Therefore,l3 will be the smallest. However, a
consideration based on a simple model indicates that it c
not be much smaller than 0.5. For example, if we consi
only two flavorsu andd and if the memory of the flavor o
the projectile proton is completely lost in the collision wi
i53, then a baryon made of (uud) may be formed with
probability 1/2 provided only a proton and a neutron a
possible final states. Thus we have assumed






As shown in Fig. 5,F1(x) is nearly constant while both
F2(x) andF3(x) decrease toward zero asx increases. The
flavor factors arel150.65,l250.61, andl350.50 and the
average fractional momenta are^x&150.52,^x&250.28, and
^x&350.15. The error ofl1 is some 10% provided the func
FIG. 5. The fragmentation functionsFi(x) obtained from the
fractional momentum distribution of protons inpp, pCu, andpAg
reactions.
55 855CONSTITUENT QUARK MODEL FOR NUCLEAR . . .FIG. 6. The proton spectra inpA collisions forA5p ~a!, Be ~b!, Cu ~c!, Ag ~d!, W ~e!, and U~f!; pp, pCu, andpAg data are used as
inputs. Curves show the model result while data points are taken from@19# (pT-integratedpp data at 100 GeV/c; triangles!, @20#







xttional form ofF1(x) is fixed. The errors ofl2 andl3 cannot
be estimated because the errors of data points at smallx in
Fig. 5 are too large.
In Fig. 6, the calculated proton spectra forpA→pX reac-
tions (A5p,Be,Cu,Ag,W and U! are compared with the ex
perimental data@19,20,28#. Our theoretical proton spectra e
TABLE III. Flavor factors l i
(A) calculated by Eqs.~B1! and





S 0.415 0.415 0.415
Pb 0.365 0.374 0.397
Au 0.368 0.376 0.398timated from Eq.~38! with above fragmentation function
~41! and probabilities of quark absorption given in Table
reproduce not only the input data (p,Cu,Ag! but also the
other data~Be,W,U!. This result suggests the validity o
CQM.
A similar analysis was done by Dateet al. @29# using data




~quark additivity! and F3(x)50. Our analysis includes the
newer data@20#, which covers the smallx region. We do not
assume the quark additivity and also do not assume
F3(x)50 at smallx. In fact,F3(x) gives a dominant contri-
bution at smallx for heavy nuclei. The fact that all the
Fi(x)’s are estimated with reasonable accuracy frompA data
makes it possible to evaluate the nuclear stopping powe
































856 55T. K. CHOI, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGIVI. RAPIDITY DISTRIBUTION OF PROTONS
IN AA COLLISIONS
The rapidity distributions of participant protons have r
cently been measured for S1S collisions atElab5200A GeV
by the NA35 Collaboration@4# and also for central208Pb1
208Pb collision atElab5160A GeV by the NA44 Collabora-
tion @5#. In our model the fractional momentum distributio
of protons can be calculated from Eq.~38c! with f i(x) given
by Eq. ~41!, ^mi& given in Table II, and the flavor factor
l i
(A) given in Table III. Calculation of the factorsl i
(A) is
given in Appendix B. The rapidity distribution can be o










FIG. 7. The rapidity distribution of participant protons
32S132S collision atElab5200A GeV @4#. The solid, broken, and
dotted lines correspond, respectively, to veto,ET , and peripheral
triggers. The corresponding experimental data are shown by
circles, triangles, and squares, respectively.
FIG. 8. The proton rapidity distribution in central~15% trigger!
208Pb1208Pb collision atElab5160A GeV. The solid line stands fo
the theoretical result, which includes the contribution fromL de-








3 f i~2mTsinhy/As!exp~22pT /^pT&!, ~43!





and we have assumed that thex and thepT dependences ar
factorized and the latter is exponential.
The results for S1S collisions are shown in Fig. 7. W
have used the average values^pT& 5 0.622, 0.595, and 0.45
GeV/c for central~veto andET trigger! and peripheral colli-
sions, respectively@4#. There is a good agreement betwe
theoretical results and experimental data, particularly in
midrapidity region. There is a trend that the proton yield
slightly overestimated for the central triggers while it is u
derestimated for the peripheral collision. This may be due
a sharp cut of the impact parameter in our calculation. O
model can also reproduce well the preliminary data on c
tral Pb1Pb collision @5# as shown in Fig. 8. Considerabl
yield of protons in the central rapidity region (ylab.3) is due
to the dominance of̂m3(m)/m& at the largestm. See Fig.
4~b!.
In Fig. 9, the theoretical prediction is given for197Au1
197Au collisions atAs5200A GeV to be measured at BNL
RHIC. It is remarkable that the midrapidity region becom
nearly baryon free in contrast to Pb1Pb collisions at CERN-
SPS~Fig. 8!.
As a useful measure of nuclear stopping power, one u
ally uses the mean rapidity shift of the projectile proton fro
their original beam rapiditŷ Dy&, or the mean fractiona
momentum retained by the final-state proton^x& @29#. The
larger the^Dy&, the more stopping is present and hence
more baryons are produced in the central rapidity region
Table IV, ^Dy& and ^x& and the integrated yield
^Np&5*dy(dN/dy) calculated by our model are shown
comparison with experimental values. The rapidity shifts
S1S reactions for various triggers are in good agreem
he
FIG. 9. Theoretical prediction for proton rapidity distribution
central ~15% trigger! 197Au1197Au collision at As5200A GeV.




55 857CONSTITUENT QUARK MODEL FOR NUCLEAR . . .TABLE IV. The mean multiplicitieŝ Np& and the mean rapidity shift^Dy& for y,yc.m. of the final state proton in our theoretical resu
are compared with the experimental values in Ref.@4# for S1S reaction atElab5200A GeV. ^x& is the mean fractional momentum retaine
by the final state proton.
AA@As(A GeV!# Trigger ^Np&uexp ^Np&ucal ^Dyp&uexp ^Dy&ucal ^x&ucal
S1S~19.4! Veto~2%! 12.861.4 11.3 1.5860.15 1.52 0.34
ET~11%! 10.361.4 10.5 1.5860.15 1.46 0.36
Peripheral 3.160.8 1.7 1.0060.15 1.10 0.47
Pb1Pb~17.4! Cent.~15%! 96.4 1.67 0.27




















































llwith the experimental values. The^Dy& in both central trig-
gers are significantly larger than the ones in the periph
trigger, which implies larger stopping in central collision
than in peripheral collisions. The rapidity shifts^Dy& in
Au1Au collision at As5200A GeV are much larger than
that in Pb1Pb collision at 17.4A GeV, althougĥ m& in two
processes are similar to each other. This increase of^Dy& is
due to the increase of̂m3&. In spite of the increase o
^Dy& at RHIC energy region, the baryon number dens
decreases at the central rapidity region because the b
rapidity also increases. The mean fractional momentum^x&
in central collisions of heavy nuclei is smaller than that
central collisions of light nuclei by about 0.1. However, st
more than 20% of the incident momentum is carried by
leading nucleons in central collisions of heavy nuclei.
The mean proton multiplicitŷNp& calculated from our
model for S1S collision is in good agreement with da
within experimental errors. It is remarkable that^Np& in cen-
tral collisions of heavy nuclei is larger than the number
incident protons. This is due to the charge asymmetry
incident nuclei. Consider, for example, collisions of fictitio
nuclei made of only neutrons.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
It has been shown that our theoretical results of pro
spectra are in good agreement with experimental data
both the fractional momentum distribution inpA reactions
and the rapidity distributions in central32S1 32S collision at
Elab5200A GeV and central
208Pb1208Pb collision at
Elab5160A GeV ~CERN-SPS!. This result suggests strongl
the validity of the constituent quark model. It is predict
that the central rapidity region in197Au1 197Au collision at
RHIC energy region will be nearly baryon-free. In gene
the baryon number density in the central rapidity region
creases with increasing mass number of colliding nuc
whereas it decreases with increasing incident energy. Du
the course of this analysis, we have established a form
~35! for the probability of having three types of wounde
nucleons inAB collisions and have determined the fragme
tation functions~41! for those wounded nucleons. The pro
abilities given by Eqs.~10!, ~18!, and~35!, of having differ-
ent quark interactions inNN, NA, andAB collisions should
be useful to evaluate various spectra, e.g., the transvers
ergy distribution, in nuclear collisions at quark level.
It is worthwhile to compare our model with other mode
for nuclear stopping. For S1S reaction, the experimenta
data show a flat rapidity distribution of protons in agreem
















stronger transparency. For Pb1Pb collision, our model and
RQMD @10# predict similar strong stopping@5# contrary to
VENUS and HIJING, which give weaker stopping. The d
ferent models lead to different predictions for the nucle
stopping. It should be stressed that the proton spectra
AB collisions in our model result from fitting thepp and
pA data through Eq.~38!. In general, any reasonable e
trapolation frompp to AB via pA will give a similar result,
a rather strong nuclear stopping.
Our model can describe the proton spectra inpp, pA and
AB collisions in a unified manner. The notable feature of t
fundamental formula~38! not shared with other models, i
the factorization ofx and A dependences. Equation~38!
summarizes the crucial feature of our dynamical assumpt
that different types of wounded nucleons distinguished
the number of interacted quarks hadronize differently a
independently. One has to notice that fragmentation fu
tions that have been determined by the experimental dat
this work should be eventually derived from theoretical co
siderations in the future. Anyway, we would like to stre
that the constituent quark model is so simple that it has o
a small number of free adjustable parameters or functio
s inel
qq and f i(x) for i51, 2, and 3. Although most model
have recently been constructed as complicated event gen
tors, we feel it still worthwhile to pursue a simple phenom
enological model that allows an analytical calculation an
simple interpretation of the results of data analysis.
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APPENDIX A: THE PROBABILITIES
OF HAVING j INTERACTED QUARKS
IN n NUCLEON-NUCLEON COLLISIONS
In NA collisions, we have considered that the incide
nucleon collides with many nucleons of the target nucleus
multiple collisions. By expanding the formula of the tot
inelastic cross section~14!, the probabilities of havingn
~nucleon-nucleon! collisions in an average collision with a



























858 55T. K. CHOI, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGITo obtain the probabilities of projectile nucleon havingj
interacted quarks in collisions, it is enough to expand onl
the second factor of Eq.~A1! @VA(b)#
n, the probability of
having exactlyn collision, in terms ofVA
( i )(b), the probabil-








n2k S nkD S n2kl D $VA~1!~b!%k$VA~2!~b!% l
3$VA
~3!~b!%n2k2 l . ~A2!
The factor$VA
( i )(b)%k on the RHS implies the probability
of havingk collision with the sameVA
( i )(b) and can be ex-
pressed in terms ofU ( i )
( j )(k;b), the probabilities of havingj
interacted quarks ink collisionswhile having i interacted
quarks ineach nucleon-nucleon collision. For k collisions
with the same probabilityVA



















Here, Eq.~A4! is the probability of one quark in the inciden
nucleon interacting repeatedly with any nucleon of tar
nucleus and then having one interacted quark incollisions.
Equation~A5! implies the probability of one quark interac
ing with the target nucleon, also another quark interacting
other collision, then having two interacted quarks. The pr
ability of three quarks interacting in each collision appears
Eq. ~A6!. When the projectile nucleon interacts with the ta
get nucleon simultaneously in one collision, there are t
possibilities of having two interacted quarks and three in
acted quarks inl collision as follows:
$VA
~2!~b!% l5U ~2!
~2!~ l ;b!1U ~2!










In a case where all three incident quarks are participatin
one N2N collision, the projectile nucleon has necessar




















n2k S nkD S n2kl D $U ~1!~1!~k;b!1U ~1!~2!~k;b!
1U ~1!
~3!~k;b!%$U ~2!
~2!~ l ;b!1U ~2!
~3!~ l ;b!%
3$U ~3!
~3!~n2k2 l ;b!%. ~A11!
In Eq. ~A11!, all terms includingj53 contribute the prob-
ability of having three interacted quarks inn collisions and
the cross terms are divided into the probabilities of hav
two or three interacted quarks with suitable weight. Thus o
can write@VA(b)#
n in terms ofUNA
( j ) (n;b), the probability of































From Eqs.~A12! and~A1!, therefore, we obtain the formula
for the probability function of quark absorption in avera
n collisions.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE FLAVOR
FACTORS IN AA COLLISIONS
The flavor factors inAA collisions are the weighted aver
age of the probabilities that a proton is produced from
incident proton or from an incident neutron. If one negle
the effect of baryon-antibaryon pair production and assum









~l i !1S 12 ZAD ~12l i2h!, ~B1!
whereh is the probability that an incident nucleon is co
verted intoL after interaction andZ/A is the proportion of
the proton over the atomic mass. For a charge symme










The numerical value ofh is estimated to be 0.17 by using th
experimental data on central S1 collisions@4,30#.ol-
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